
Collection 2024 
Autumn / Winter



Our latest line draws inspiration from the serene
beauty of AUTUMN/WINTER 2024, offering a

sanctuary from life's pressures.

Prepare to lose yourself in a world of enchanting
fragrances, vibrant hues, 

and comforting ideas. Where you can retreat,
rejuvenate, and welcome the warmth and serenity of

the season ahead.



Welcome to a heaven of serenity and warmth,
where moments of self-care are plentiful. Here,

we celebrate the art of slowing down, cherishing
tranquil afternoons, and enveloping ourselves in

cosy comforts.

Autumn



Inspiration

Autumn Scents

Colour Palette

Burnt
 Sienna

Red
Orange

Remind yourself of the transforming
leaves, cosy firepits and crisp Autumn
air. The scent of White Musk will
awaken feelings of nostalgia, comfort,
and joy.

Calm & Fulfilment



Inspire feelings of sweetness, serenity and
peace symbolising the transition from
summer's richness to autumn's gentle
embrace. Add a vibrant touch to your
space with the fragrance of Sun Washed
Linen to revitalise the senses. 

Autumn Scents

Colour Palette

Calm & Fulfilment

Doe Tender 
Peach

Inspiration



Inspiration

Autumn Scents

Colour Palette

Silver 
Birch Eclipse

Exhibits a night of relaxation and self
care, a sense of cleanliness and 
clarity with its sharp, penetrating
aroma of Eucalyptus.

Calm & FulfilmentCalm & Fulfilment



Autumn Scents

Eucalyptus 

Calm & Fulfilment

White Musk

White musk in a scent evokes a warm,
surrounding feel, creating a sense of
comfort and tranquillity around you. 

Rejuvenating feel, like a brisk walk
through a forest of towering trees,
earthy notes blending seamlessly. 

Sun Washed
Linen 

Embodies a fresh start, the cozy and warm
feeling after a productive day. An afternoon

of comfort and cleanliness with freshly
washed linen.



Autumn Scents
Calm & Fulfilment

Autumn Scents



Autumn Scents
Calm & Fulfilment



Autumn Scents
Calm & Fulfilment



Join us on a journey that prioritizes well-being and
invites you to savour the richness and bountiful
pleasures of life. Celebrate the calmness and

peace, producing a true essence of contentment.

Winter



Inspiration

Winter Scents

Colour Palette

Community and ConnectionCommunity and Connection

Create the warmth of a crackling fireplace,
enjoy the cosy and inviting scene in the heart
of winter. Savour the taste of hot cocoa and
Dark Chocolate & Forest Fruits while
huddled with family and friends.

Red
Dahlia

Hot
Fudge



Inspiration

Winter Scents

Colour Palette

Community and ConnectionCommunity and Connection

Bring a cold landscape to life with the
scent of Fresh Pine & Fir Needle. Picture
the crisp chill of a winter morning meeting
the pristine sky in a peaceful union.

Persian
Jewel

Coconut
Milk



Inspiration

Winter Scents

Colour Palette

Spectra 
Yellow

Olive Oil

Wrap yourself in the tranquil embrace of Pink
Berry Fantasy, where whispers of sweetness
dance in the air, blending with the soothing
aroma of  a dreamy outdoor oasis.

Community and ConnectionCommunity and Connection



Winter Scents

Fresh Pine &
Fir Needle

Pink Berry
Fantasy

Dark chocolate and forest fruits combined
for a cosy, comforting scent that feels like

a warm hug on a chilly day.

Dark Chocolate
& Forest Fruit

Community & Connection

Trigger memories of walking through
a forest and virtually bring the

outdoors inside.

Daydream those sweet, fruity notes
that will wrap you in a comforting

aura of delight.



Winter Scents
Community and Connection



Winter Scents
Community and Connection



Winter Scents
Community and Connection



Essential Oils

Citrus Cinnamon

Its spicy, comforting aroma creates a
cosy atmosphere, helping to ward off

feelings of lethargy and fatigue.

Cinnamon Leaf 

Community & Connection

This dynamic duo of citrus and
cinnamon soothe and defend against

seasonal threats. 



AUTUMN/WINTER 2024 As the seasons transition,
we embrace fresh starts and the prospect of

growth with open arms. 
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